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This article is based on my personal experience as a general practitioner and
family physician in a rural community in Austria situated 100 km from the
capital Vienna. Until 1996, I used to drive 30,000 km by car every year to do
my business and to follow some private and non-governmental organizations’ interests. This included visiting patients daily in their homes; driving
to vocational training courses; visiting friends and relatives; travelling once a
week to Vienna for training; driving to International Physicians for
Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW) and United Nations meetings; going
on some weekend excursions; and taking holidays with my wife and our
three children twice a year.
Beginning to realize the consequences of greenhouse gas emissions and
climate change, I felt it important that I change my own behaviour and
look at my own use of fossil fuels. I therefore tried to reduce my car use. I
resolved to cover my travel as much as possible by bicycle. This I had to
do gradually, ﬁrst only for non-urgent visits and for private trips on
weekends and holidays. Later, I got used to cycling the 19 km to the
nearest railway station when I had to travel to Vienna or elsewhere and
went on by train. Over time I learned to organize my life in a way that
enables me to do more than 90% of my still 30,000 yearly km without
using my car (which meanwhile became a hybrid car!). I do about
14,000 km by train and 14,000 km by bicycle, and less than 2000 km by
car (mainly emergency visits to patients).
Cycling 14,000 km per year means an average of 2 hours cycling per day.
This is very healthy. I used to call this integrated cycling, to express that it
was part of my daily life and work, integrated recreation and at the same
time professionally and ecologically eﬀective. It was the opposite, for
instance, of after-work mountain biking or jogging, which often goes along
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with much more car use. Of course, this cycling lifestyle took additional
time, an extra 90 min each day compared with using a car, but the beneﬁt is
great with sport and recreation integrated into my work and I have no need
to go to a ﬁtness centre after coming home from work in the evenings.
Time spent in trains should not be considered as lost either. I generally
use it for reading and for relaxing. I also found that in the case of longer
journeys the combination of train and bicycle is best. It is very helpful and
useful to arrive at the railway station without needing a taxi and I am able
to enjoy cycling for a while after some hours of sitting in the train, to
reach the destination. Almost every place in Austria can be reached in this
way within one day. There is one problem – some express trains do not
transport bicycles.
This change from primarily using the car to climate-friendly transport
was not possible in a day. It needed ﬂexibility and creativity, in fact a kind of
new logic for daily life. Some things have to go slower, some things are not
possible in the way they were. For instance, evening meetings in places
where there is no late evening train to come back on require a new approach
and new patterns of lifestyle. So for instance, when I have a conference in a
place further away I insist on staying there over night and catch the early
train for working people and continue by bicycle back to my place.
The ecological beneﬁt of these changes in lifestyle can be estimated
by comparing carbon dioxide emissions of the car, the train and the
bicycle. According to regional studies using data from the Global Emission
Model for Integrated Systems (GEMIS)1, the gross greenhouse gas
emissions of the diﬀerent means of traﬃc used in the region are shown in
Table 1.
This means that I reduced my emissions arising from my 30,000 km
travel from about seven and a half tons to less than one ton of CO2equivalents. I called this the ﬁrst step of CO2-relief.
At the same time, through travelling in a less expensive way I had yearly
savings of more than 6000 Euros, because train and bicycle are much
cheaper than the use of a car. These savings I used to invest in increasing the
production of clean electricity from wind, solar and small water power
sources. My wife also had savings through similar behaviour and we
improved the ecological condition of our own house by installing solar water
heating, biomass central heating, insulation of walls and photovoltaics to
produce electricity.
Table 1. Average carbon dioxide emissions of car, train and bicycle in gramms of
CO2-equivalents per person and km.
Car (one person)
Train (mainly driven by hydropower electricity)
Bicycle

248 g
20 g
1g
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Over the 10 years since changing my lifestyle I have invested in shares in
clean electricity which now fund the production of almost 200 MWh of
clean electric current, enough electricity for more than 50 average households. According to Austrian databases, production of eco-current creates
about 25–40 kg of CO2/MWh, whereas fossil fuels emit about 440 kg of
CO2/per MWh of electricity produced. So the yearly saving of CO2 in the
energy sector that I have enabled is about 200 6 400 kg of CO2. This is 80
tons! I called this the second step of CO2-relief.
This second step of CO2 relief was small in the beginning but is growing
each year through additional savings and this continuously growing factor I
have called the third step of relief. Even if I stopped cycling, my eco-power
plants would continue producing electric current. Thus, with the change in
lifestyle, all three of the largest sectors of CO2 emissions, traﬃc, industry
and energy production (together more than 72% of all CO2 emissions in
Austria) are being substantially reduced.
I just dare to imagine every car driver in Europe reducing his or her annual
mileage by about 4500 km, which is about one-sixth of my reduction and onethird of the average per-year mileage of a car-owner in Austria. No matter if
he or she covers these miles by train or bicycle, they would save a reasonable
amount of money, at least 1000 Euros. Investing these savings in clean energy
production could reduce CO2 emissions in Europe at a growing rate leading to
almost all energy production becoming clean. Part of the money of course
could also usefully be invested in funds for ecological housing.
Conclusion
I published my experiences ﬁrst in the Austrian edition of Medical Tribune,
later in other media. I know there are many proposals for reducing CO2
emissions and I know the manifold complaints about how expensive climate
change is, but it will become more expensive the longer we wait, if we accept
the ﬁndings of Nicholas Stern in his report to the British government2. This
article does not contain any economist’s computer-based calculations but it
is my own practical experience over the years demonstrating that the bicycle
can play a key role in liberating money for clean investment and being
healthy at the same time.
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